
 

 
 

NOTICE 
CEN-02/2019 – Paramedical Categories  

SECOND AND FINAL CHANCE FOR DOCUMENTS VERIFICATION  
& MEDICAL EXAMINATION FOR ABSENTEE CANDIDATES  

 
The list of 307 candidates provisionally shortlisted for Documents Verification (DV) was 
published on the website of Railway Recruitment Board, Chandigarh on 10.09.2019. The DV and 
Medical Examination (ME) of the candidates for Paramedical Categories of CEN-02/2019 was 
held from 17.09.2019 to 19.09.2019 (03 days) at RRB/Chandigarh Office.  
 
2. Some of the candidates were absent for the above DV. It has now been decided to give a 
second and final opportunity for DV to the candidates remaining absent on scheduled date due 
to valid reasons beyond the control of the candidates e.g. University/Govt. Examination, 
Personal Sickness etc. 
 
3. No separate E-Call Letter will be issued to the candidates who are given second chance to 
appear for DV and candidates are advised to bring the original E-Call Letter issued for the earlier 
DV alongwith all the original documents mentioned in the E-Call Letter according to                      
CEN-02/2019 and 02 sets of photocopy of the documents. An SMS and E-mail only will be sent 
to the absentee candidates on their registered Mobile number and E-mail address. 
 
4. It is again made clear that candidature of the candidates not having an appropriate proof of 
valid reasons for not attending DV on their scheduled date will be rejected and no further 
opportunity will be given. 
 
5. The candidates need to attend ME on the next day of DV duly paying Rs.24/- towards ME fee. 
The time and place of ME will be intimated at the time of DV. Please note that you should be 
prepared to stay for 2-3 days for DV/ME at your own cost.  
 
6. The schedule of the DV of absentee candidates is given as under: 
 
 Venue : Railway Recruitment Board, Railway Colony, Near Railway Station, Chandigarh   
 Reporting Time : 09:00 AM 

 
 
 
 
 

 

 



DATE OF DOCUMENT VERIFICATION : 23.09.2019 
172902156040406 172902156060082 172902158070006 172902158080177 

172902159040334 172902160040432 172902160070472 172902160070493 

172902165070001 172902165080194 172902168071181 172902171080129 

172902179070103 172902180050048 172902181040237 172902182051512 

172902182081717 172902184080398 172902185080237 172902186070111 

172902188080241 172902189080004 172902190060500 172902190080334 

172902191080560 172902191080614 172902314070149 172902323080137 

172905156090245 172908159040177 172910160090164 172912156070410 

172912179070266 - - - 

Candidates are hereby advised that this will be the final chance for attending DV and ME and 
no further communication will be either entertained from the candidates or will be sent from 
this office and the candidature of the absentee candidates will be rejected without further 
notice. 
 

Chairman, RRB/Chandigarh  
 

 


